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3. FENCES, WALLS & RAILINGS
Intent

Applicability

T

While serving a utilitarian function, fences, walls, and railings are important elements of the
overall character of a neighborhood. They can be character‐defining features, and their
design is often an indication of the style or period of a building or property. Original
elements should be retained and restored wherever possible. Where replacement of
deteriorated elements is necessary, the same materials, design, and dimensions is strongly
encouraged. New and replacement fences, walls, and railing structures should be compatible
with the style of the building and property on which they are to be installed and consistent
with the 1880 to 1930 era.
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The following standards apply to all fences, walls, handrails, and guardrails located on the
exterior of a building or property within the Historic District, including residential and
commercial developments.

A. Definitions

Wall: A vertical element used to enclose space. A landscape wall is defined as an exterior
vertical element, not more than one foot thick and not less than four feet long, with
opacity 80 percent or greater.
Fence: A wall outside of a building, constructed of wood or metal fiber, or a combination
thereof, with no more than 80 percent opacity.
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Handrail: A horizontal or sloping rail intended for grasping by the hand for guidance or
support. A handrail is not a fence, but may be attached to a fence.
Guardrail: A building component or a system of building components located at or near
the open sides of elevated surfaces that minimizes the possibility of a fall from the
walking surface to a lower level.

B. Design of Fences, Walls, and Railings
1. General

a. Fences shall be no greater than six feet in height, except to provide screening for
commercial activities as required by state, county or city law or ordinance. Walls may
exceed six feet in height, consistent with setback regulations of the municipal code.
b. Walls and fences facing a City right of way must have at least one opening measuring
no less than three feet wide. The opening may close with a gate or door, subject to the
same materials considerations as fences and walls.

c. A protective roof covering may be incorporated into a fence or wall if consistent with
setback regulations of the municipal code, however the roof may not project more
than one foot from either side of the fence or wall surface.
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2. Materials
The following materials may not be used in the visible construction of fences, walls, and
railings.
1. Chain link or wire mesh of any kind
2. Plastic or vinyl of any kind, including plastic lumber
3. Barbed wire and razor wire
4. Hollow metal tubing smaller than one inch outside diameter.
5. Plywood, chipboard, particleboard, and other engineered wood products
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6. Pipe fittings used for plumbing or steam fitting (threaded sweat fittings)
7. Cast concrete without decorative texture or treatment
8. Plain concrete block, or “cinder block”
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9. Plate or sheet metal, flat or corrugated, less than 1/8‐inch thick, unless used as
a decorative element and comprising less than eight square inches in area, and
20 percent of overall surface area of the fence, wall, or railing.
10. Exposed pressure treated wood with perforated surface
11. Expanded metal mesh of any kind

12. Solid bar stock smaller than 3/8‐inch round section, or ¼‐inch‐by‐3/4‐inch
rectangular sections, unless tapered sections made from thicker bars
13. Bright finished aluminum or stainless steel, unless used for fasteners only
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14. Bright surface plated metal of any kind, including chrome and nickel plating,
unless used for fasteners only

3. Wood

a. Fences constructed of wood boards or timbers must use a vertical or horizontal
orientation of the boards. Diagonal placement of board elements shall not be allowed.
b. Vertically oriented boards or pickets, if not capped, shall have modulated top ends.
Square cut ends shall not be allowed, unless the top element is used specifically for
grasping.

c. The use of manufactured wood lattice with a diagonal element shall not be used.

CONSISTENT

INCONSISTENT
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INCONSISTENT

Wood boards and pickets with capped or
modulated top ends.

Square cut, diagonal, and unmodulated fence
boards are not allowed.
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CONSISTENT

4. Metal

AF

a. Metal pickets shall have a modulated top end; plain square ends shall not be used,
unless the top element is used specifically for grasping.
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CONSISTENT

Metal pickets with modulated top ends.

INCONSISTENT

Capped and square cut metal pickets.

b. Pipe and metal tubing may be used only as vertical posts, and only if capped with a
decorative finial, unless the top element is used specifically for grasping. Finials shall
incorporate historic references. Plain pipe railing shall not be used.

c. Industrial style railing shall not be used. Industrial style railing includes a guardrail or
handrail that is fabricated from pipe or tubing using industrial flush‐welded fittings
for joining, radius bends and attached elements. Such railings are characterized by a
limited use of different sections, lack of modulated lines and no use of decorative
elements.
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5. Masonry
a. All masonry surfaces are to remain unpainted.
b. Manufactured masonry block is permitted for construction of walls and fences,
provided it exhibits a decorative surface.
c. Masonry fences and walls shall incorporate historical references, and shall not be
contemporary in appearance.

INCONSISTENT
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CONSISTENT

Stone, brick, and other acceptable masonry.

6. Railings

Unfinished concrete and cinder block.
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Guardrails and handrails may be fabricated from pipe or tubing provided they conform to
the following criteria.
a. At least two different sections must be used. For example, a guardrail incorporating
two‐inch pipe posts with one‐inch screening elements.
b. All vertical elements, including posts and pickets, must have modulated top ends. The
end may be a decorative cap, finial, bend, or integrally worked end element. Flush
welded end caps shall not be used.

c. Unless used specifically for grasping, all horizontally oriented top elements must have
a decorative element such as a finial placed at intervals not greater than six feet. Add‐
on elements used to discourage skateboarding shall be consistent with the overall
design.
d. Industrial style railing shall not be used. Industrial style railing includes a guardrail or
handrail that is fabricated from pipe or tubing using industrial flush‐welded fittings
for joining, radius bends and attached elements. Such railings are characterized by a
limited use of different sections, lack of modulated lines and no use of decorative
elements.
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Railings with sweat fittings and bright finishes.
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Railings with appropriate dimensions and
finishes, incorporating historic reference.

INCONSISTENT

T

CONSISTENT

C. Fences Exempt from Design Review
1. Picket Fences
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Picket fences are defined as wood board fences comprised of vertical boards not more
than 3 ½‐inches wide, with spacing not less than two‐inches, and no taller than four feet,
with modulated ends.

2. Construction Fences

Constructed fences are erected for the purposes of site protection during construction
activities, and shall be standing not more than one year, or for the duration of a building
permit.
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